
CardSnacks Helps Businesses Create Eye-
Popping Holiday E-Cards with Introduction of
Dynamic Envelopes

Just in time to spread holiday cheer, CardSnacks is offering a way
to further personalize business greetings with animations and
features not available anywhere else.

NEWS RELEASE BY CARDSNACKS

With the holidays here, CardSnacks, the leading platform for individuals and businesses

to send personalized e-greetings and gift cards, has rolled out a new feature to its

CardSnacks for Business service allowing companies to further customize their

electronic holiday greeting cards with Dynamic Envelopes.

 CardSnacks for Business users have long been able to customize the envelopes for

their e-cards with their logos and brand standards. Now, they can add a range of different

holiday animations to make their envelopes come to life and show off their creativity.

“More and more companies have asked us for different ways to add value and

personalization to e-cards, since they have become a preferred option versus a physical

holiday card,” said Mark Wachen, Founder and CEO of CardSnacks. “Adding Dynamic

Envelopes allows our community to create a truly breakthrough greeting card

experience in a way no one else does.”

Companies have consistently shifted to e-cards during the holidays, particularly because

of the ease of adding gift cards and the ability to personalize the greetings to specific

recipients. Customization has been a key driver of CardSnacks for Business’ growth. For

instance, holiday cards for employees or clients can be easily designed with

personalized messages and can include one of more than 400 gift cards that can be

curated to match the recipients’ passions and interests. CardSnacks also offers the ability

for business leaders to add a personalized video or voice message, and choose a

soundtrack from a collection of many holiday favorites.

CardSnacks for Business e-cards are also easier to send, with a simple mail merge

interface, detailed analytics on engagement, and the ability to send the cards through e-

mail or text. The cards can be scheduled in advance or sent immediately – great for

executives who want to show their appreciation but don’t have the time to plan weeks

into the future.

“There was a time when some people thought sending an e-card or giving a gift card was

the easy way out for the holidays,” Wachen said. “Nothing is further from the truth. With
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the ability to personalize CardSnacks, business leaders can have confidence that their

clients, customers, partners, and team all know that there was real thought and care put

into their greeting, from the words to the gift, to, now, even the envelope.”

A free trial of CardSnacks for Business is available at www.cardsnacks.com/business.
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CardSnacks is the leading platform for individuals and businesses to send personalized

e-greetings, invitations, and gift cards. It is based in New York, with employees in

California, London, and Israel. CardSnacks is available in the Apple App Store, Google

Play Store, and on the web. For more information, please visit us at

https://www.cardsnacks.com.
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